NEWSLETTER

H.O.G. Chapter 5079 Houston AREA #1 is sponsored by Mancuso Harley-Davidson.

Going Covid-19 Crazy
Well folks, we
made it through
another quarter!
Unfortunately, we
have not been able
to have much of a
social life together
as a Chapter.
Personally, I can’t
wait to get back to
my Harley family
and have some fun
together. I miss all
of you and look
forward to riding
and attending

events with all of you.
Remember when we went to Olympix, and On
the Rox? How about the time we went to 403 Eats
and the Fire Ant Brewery! Oh, and don’t forget the
time we went to The
Shack! I miss those
places and the fun
we had there! Great
food, cold drinks, and
fantastic company!
Luckily, there is
an overnight ride to
San Antonio next
month to help keep us from going COVID crazy.
I hear its more like an overnight pizza party…and a
bakery stop the next morning? Sounds like a great
time to see the Harley family.
We can enjoy a good long ride and practice
social distancing on the road. Rooms have been
blocked out so we can hang out together and do a
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bit of swimming after that pizza! I bet there will be
some adult beverages, too. Then on Sunday
morning we can have coffee and sweets from the
bakery before heading home. Yum! Hot cross buns
for breakfast! I can’t wait!
Hope to see all of you soon!
DONNA MOODY – ACTIVITIES DIRECTOR

Newly appointed Road Captains (clockwise from
upper left) Daniel Protz, Jose Ramirez, Steve Trapp,
and Philip Springer proudly show off their RC rockers.
Joining them are their respective mentors Thomas
Moore, Mickey Litherland, Steve Koinm, and Richard
Asher.
Chapter members interested in becoming a Road
Captain are encouraged to contact Boss Road Captain
Mickey Litherland.
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ON THE COVER: Houston AREA #1 H.O.G. Chapter members Daniel Protz, Jo Protz, Angie
Blackmon, and Ashe Barley ride through the Sedona Forest near Springerville, AZ. The group
toured Arizona and other western states in June.
Photo credit: Daniel Protz
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Interview with Dickson Mann
wife’s permission) were no object?
DICKSON MANN – GENERAL MANAGER,
MANCUSO HARLEY-DAVIDSON CROSSROADS FLTRXS – Road Glide Special
How long have you been in the motorcycle
industry? 13+ years

What's your favorite stretch of road to ride?
From my doorstep to Key West.

What did you do when you started at Mancuso? Where is your dream motorcycle adventure?
Everyday I ride is like a dream
General Manager at the
adventure.
Crossroads location
What kind of motorcycle do
you currently ride?
Crossbones and Street Bob

What advice would you give to
someone who wants to ride
their own motorcycle? Do it!

What made you pick those
motorcycles?
I love the way they ride. Both feel
very different.

What would you sing at
karaoke night?
“Beautiful Crazy,” by Luke
Combs, it’s my girlfriend and
my song.

How many years have you
been riding a motorcycle?
I started riding when I was 16
years old.
How/where did you learn to
ride?
In a field by trial and error.
What was your first
motorcycle?
1987 KawasakI KZ750 that I traded for my first
Harley-Davidson.

What’s your favorite food?
Sandwiches
What’s your favorite song at
the moment?
The one that matches my current
mood.
Who is your favorite Houston
AREA #1 H.O.G. Chapter member?
All of them, I look forward to building a strong bond
between our store and our Chapter.

What motorcycle would you ride if money (or
for 2020.
Any member that qualifies as a 10X – Active Member
will receive an AREA #1 dealership patch for their first
The No Place Like Home Plan: Mancuso Harleyyear and a yearly rocker for every year of eligibility
Davidson will match any special promotions being
afterward. Members will start collecting points as of
offered at another Harley-Davidson dealership (unless
July 1, 2020. Requirements will need to be completed
it results in a pure loss). Simply provide verifiable proof
by Dec 31, 2020 to receive their reward program for
of the active promotion.
2021.
The 10X - Active Member Reward Program!
IMPORTANT Note!
Active Houston AREA #1 Chapter members meeting
A member will forfeit all reward privileges if they
requirements will receive 10% off parts and
promote another dealership (social media, etc.) or if
MotorClothes.
they purchase a motorcycle from another dealership
Requirements per year:
without approval from Dickson Mann. All Dickson asks
is that we give him the opportunity to earn our
• Attend 6 official H.O.G. rides
business before purchasing elsewhere. If he is (a)
• Attend 2 H.O.G. meetings
unable to beat the price, (b) doesn’t have the particular
• Participate in 4 dealership volunteer days*
motorcycle, or (c) can’t obtain that particular
* If the dealership cannot hold events for the
motorcycle, you will be given approval and will
remainder of 2020, this requirement will be waived
continue to receive any earned benefits.
Dickson has planned many benefits for active Houston
AREA #1 Chapter members.
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Texas to Key West in Covid-19
Sometime in early
2020, Mickey
Litherland invited
David Calvert,
Donna Moody, and
me to ride to the
Florida Keys with
him. We were
scheduled to go in
May, but due to
the pandemic,
Louisiana and
Florida were
closed, so we
postponed to the
last week in June.

and David kept his distance. Donna and I were
both thrilled to get negative results, and neither
David nor Mickey showed any symptoms. So the
trip was a GO!
Donna decided at the last minute not to go due
to restrictions from her boss regarding Covid-19.
So David and I met Mickey on Sunday morning at 6
AM and had breakfast near Willowbrook Mall.
We got on the road and headed east on I-10.
We hadn’t gotten very far when something fell off
Mickey’s bike (he was leading) and landed under
my front tire. I bumped over it and continued on…it
was Mickey’s extra water bottle. No damage done
to my tire and we never
ran out of water.

A little further along,
David said something
fell off the back of my
bike and sent ice flying
everywhere. So much
for carrying a (soft)
cooler of drinks on ice.
We stopped every 100130 miles so I could
refuel, we could refill
The only time my bike sees a trailer is when it
breaks down or needs some sort of service. When our drink cups, and the
I informed him and David that I would be riding the men could have a bio
break. OK…they got
full distance, they changed their plans. Mickey
would trailer his bike and David would ride when he fuel, too. It soon
became a contest…whose bladder was the
wanted and trailer a portion of the time. After
realizing that he would be trailering only his bike a biggest? Guess who won?
large portion of the time, Mickey decided to ride
We met Earl near Baton Rouge and continued
also.
east on I-10. The trip was uneventful as we made
I had my bike serviced the week before we left our way to our first night’s stop in Biloxi, MS. We
had traveled over 400 miles. We checked in,
and went to pick it up on Friday. I had new tires,
bought beer, and went to the pool. Mickey and
new brakes, and all the fluids changed. It decided
Earl’s nephew came by to visit for a while and
to pour down
helped us drink Mickey’s beer…a 6-pack shared 4
rain so I didn’t
feel safe riding it ways.
home on new
Monday – Due to Covid-19, there was no
tires. I picked it
breakfast provided at the hotel. It had rained
up on Saturday overnight and we left the hotel during a sprinkle. My
and went home new back tire was still a bit slick so we took it easy
and packed.
until the ground dried out a little. It didn’t take long
David bought a
with the near 100-degree temps we hit. The
new Road Glide sprinkle actually felt good but didn’t last long
Limited just
enough. Listen to me…complaining about it NOT
before the trip and put 1000 miles on it so he could raining on us.
get his first service in before the trip.
(continued on page 5)
All four of us were exposed to Covid-19 the
week before the ride, so Donna and I got tested
Mickey sent the routes out and his brother Earl
planned the overnight hotels. Mickey was going to
load his bike, David’s bike, and my bike on his
trailer and drive to meet his brother in Louisiana.
There he would load Earl’s bike on the trailer and
proceed to south Florida. He planned to visit family
along the way. Obviously, he doesn’t know me very
well.
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(continued from page 4)

ate, drank, and listened to live music until the wee
hours of the morning. We were entertained by a
couple of locals who were drinking way too much
and dancing seductively. Mickey and I even danced
a little. One of the locals (Tina, aka Baby Doll)
became quite interested in Mickey after she
watched us dance. She became very friendly after
that.
Wednesday – I had to retrieve a few items from
the bar that we left behind. Names have been
changed to
protect the
innocent…
Person 1 left
their phone in the
bar and Person 2
left their hat in
the bar…Person
1 couldn’t find
their wallet. All
were found safe
and sound and
returned to the guilty/innocent parties. We had
breakfast a little ways down the road and headed to
Key West. I don’t know why people long to go to
the Florida Keys. I have never smelled a worse
odor and it lingered for days. We never moved past
the odor the whole time we were in the Keys.
We made it to Key West and rode past the
southernmost point where there was a line of
tourists waiting for photos in front of the buoy
monument/marker. We parked our bikes and
walked right past all the tourists, plopped ourselves
in front of the buoy, and took several photos.
Mickey had my camera and I got a lot of good
photos of his thumb. We took turns sitting on the
bench/barricade, posing in front of the tourists as
they took pictures.
Afterwards, we walked about a mile, souvenir
shopping and looking for the
Harley shop. As we walked
we met friendly people along
the street. One took particular
interest in Earl. I am sure
David or Mickey would be
happy to tell you the story.
We bought our souvenirs,
visited a few places of
interest, stopped by mile
marker 0 and took photos,
and headed back to the
bikes. It was hotter than Hell
and very little breeze. We got back to the hotel and
rested in the air conditioning. We had planned on
getting an Uber to take us back to Key West for
some night life, but decided it was just too hot, so
we chose to eat at the TikI Hut again.

Monday was supposed to be a 600-mile ride.
I had mentioned that my wrist was hurting because
I didn’t have cruise control like the others did. Earl
suggested we go by J&P Cycles next to the Harley
shop in Daytona Beach. We were moving along
pretty good on I-10 when David took the lead to get
us to the Daytona
Beach Harley
dealership. We
wandered around for
about an hour and a
half looking for the
dealership and then got
back on our route, just
bypassing the
dealership by one exit
as we entered 95
heading south. So
Monday was 700 miles
instead. I adjusted how
I held my throttle, which
helped my wrist, but
then my thumb went
numb. We checked into
the hotel in Melbourne,
FL, for the night. Jim,
one of Earl’s best
friends, met us at the
pool with beer. They
have 4 packs of 16 ounces cans instead of 6 packs
of 12 ounce cans. It didn’t matter…we drank them.
Tuesday – We headed over to Jim’s house to
pick him up to travel with us the rest of the way.
He is a VERY laid back, easy-going guy that
doesn’t get in any hurry. He took the lead and we
traveled the back roads for hours, ending up going
around Okeechobee Lake and having to backtrack
around construction and washed out bridges along
the way. I was becoming concerned about finding a
gas station in the area when we finally came to
civilization around a corner. There was a fish and
bait store that sold gas on the side…LOL.
We continued south and found our way to our
“Key” destination hotel, approximately 30 miles
north of Key West. We checked in and went to park
our bikes, but found very little parking available.
David and I fought the gravel parking lot full of
cars…one car blocked the drive-thru from the hotel.
I had to go over a concrete parking barrier in order
to get through to the driveway to the gravel parking
lot. We all ended up parking in front of the office
area where we started when we checked in.
We unpacked and David and I went to the pool.
Mickey had bought beer, but he went to eat with
Earl and Jim before meeting us at the pool. David
and I cleaned up and went to eat at the TikI Hut
(continued on page 7...see Key West)
attached to the hotel. Mickey joined us later. We
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Interview with Jay Lalanne
JAY LALANNE – EVENTS COORDINATOR,
MANCUSO HARLEY-DAVIDSON
How long have you been with Mancuso?
July 2020 marked the start of my third year with the
Mancuso team.
What did you do when you started at Mancuso
I started as a service writer at the Mancuso Central
location.
What kind of motorcycle do you currently ride
We have 3 Harleys in the garage, but my "go-to"
would be my Dyna.
What made you pick that motorcycle?
I bought the Dyna for $1500.
It was wrecked but still had
good bones. I got it just as a
hobby to tinker with. Fast
forward a few years, and
I have built a
righteous machine that has
now become my daily.
How many years have you
been riding a motorcycle?
I started riding motocross in
middle school. A buddy and
I built up an '81 Ironhead in
high school and took turns
riding it to class. That was in
the late 90's.
How/where did you learn to ride?
My old man taught me how to ride. He had a Softail
when I was a kid. The Ironhead was in his friends’
garage. He said "If you can get it to run, you can
have it." The rest is history.
What got you into motorcycles?
I think just being a boy in a garage with freedoms,
just encouraged me to learn about bikes and cars
in general. The culture has always been familiar to
me.
What was your first motorcycle?
I think my first bike with a motor in it was a Honda
xr80, a "hand-me-down" from a family friend.
What motorcycle would you ride if money (or
wife’s permission) were no object?
Man, so many awesome machines out there to
choose from. BUT, if I had to pick my "forever
bike," I think a CVO Road Glide, with a built motor,
6

would be something that I would ride forever.
What's your favorite stretch of road to ride?
Wow, another good question. I've been fortunate
enough to ride some amazing roads. But, to date,
the best stretch of road I have experienced would
be from 2016. The stretch of highway from Tijuana,
Mexico to Vancouver, Canada via the
Pacific Highway and the 101. 2600 miles with the
Pacific Ocean to my left and Redwoods to my right.
Where is your dream motorcycle adventure
Without a doubt, the answer is Switzerland. You
will never experience anything else like the Swiss
Alps on a motorcycle. Infinite roads and scenery
that looks like artwork. It’s
definitely on my bucket list.
What advice would you give
to someone who wants to
ride their own motorcycle?
I will always encourage
EVERYBODY to get on a
motorcycle at least once in
their life. With that being said,
practice makes perfect and
it’s fun to practice. Life on two
wheels has given me stories
for a lifetime, stories that
make me smile. Everybody
should have the same chance
to make their own stories on their own bikes.
Get out and ride!
What would you sing at karaoke night?
Eh, if you find me in a karaoke bar, take me home,
I'm drunk.
What’s your favorite song at the moment?
I'm not sure about favorite song, but I’ve been
listening to a band that I like called Grandson their
single "Bury Me Face Down" is pretty good.
Who is your favorite Houston AREA #1 H.O.G.
Chapter member?
Favorite?! Ha! I love all you guys, LOL. If I had to
point a finger, it would be at Mr. Steve Trapp. Since
I started with Mancuso, Steve has always been a
member that has volunteered his time at the
Central location. I've had many lighthearted
conversations with Steve, he is very easy to get
along with. People respect him, because he
respects them, I'm glad he’s a part of the team.
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Texas to Key West in Covid-19 (continued from page 5)
(continued from page 5)
Thursday – We checked out of the hotel and
headed north. We made it to Melbourne, where we
stopped to eat and said goodbye to Jim. We then
continued on to Jacksonville, where we hit a white
out downpour. We had just turned west from I-95
onto I-10 when the bottom fell out of the sky.
Mickey was leading, then me, then David, then
Earl. I asked Mickey to turn on his flashers so
I could see him,
and just then
I saw David turn
on his flashers.
I thought I had
passed Mickey.
I couldn’t see
anything and
wanted off the
freeway and off
the bike. I could
tell there was a
car to my right,
so I waited for it to pass and I moved over. Mickey
turned his flashers on and we exited at the next
possible exit.
I saw a sign for a Ramada Inn in less than half a
mile, so we headed that direction. Over a mile later,
still pouring rain, we had not seen the hotel. We
made our U-turn and headed back toward the
freeway. There was a Shell station on the corner
where we stopped for directions. It quit raining
when we got off our bikes at the Shell. We found
the hotel and Mickey bought beer. We checked in
and put our wet clothes in the hotel dryer. We

drank our beer while we waited for the dryer to
finish. We walked over to the Cracker Barrel for
dinner and hung out until they closed.
Friday – We got up and headed towards
Louisiana. We had planned to stop at the nephew’s
house for the night, but decided to press on and
stay at Earl’s house instead. As we came to the
split before New Orleans, David decided to head
straight home with no more overnight stops. He
made it home around 10:30 that night.
The rest of us got stuck
in a traffic jam from Hell.
I put the end address in my
Waze App and we went
around most of the traffic.
We arrived at Earl’s early
enough to order pizza, get
a tour of the place, and
have a nice cool shower.
Earl’s wife was friendly and
we visited late into the
night.
Saturday – It took
Mickey and I about an hour to get back on I-10 and
find breakfast at a Waffle House just west of Baton
Rouge. I noticed that the closer we got to Houston,
the faster Mickey rode. We went our separate ways
inside the Houston city limits and we were both
glad to get off our bikes and put them away for the
day. I washed my clothes, took a long cold shower,
and enjoyed an evening of visiting with Donna and
catching up on the week’s adventures.
This is the kind of family you get when you get
involved with your Chapter.
I rode on the Chapter ride the next day.
JILL “BOSS” BENGE – ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
& ROAD CAPTAIN
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Houston AREA #1 H.O.G. Chapter
Jim Krueger Memorial Mileage Challenge
Encouraging Chapter Members To Ride A Lot!

Members reporting mileage this quarter: 52
Total miles ridden for this quarter: 163,231
2020 – 2nd Quarter Mileage Report
These riders have earned bragging rights as the Highest Mileage Riders for the quarter!

Matt Gallien Jr.
14836 miles
Steve Koinm
Dirk Kretschman
David Calvert
Daniel Jickling
Walt Barnett
Jill Benge
Rick Beckham
Mickey Litherland
Jose Ramirez
Darrell Zuehlke
Doug Huber
Steven Trapp
Dusty Moore
Ulan Thacker
Phillip Springer
Joanne Thacker
Thomas Moore

8

6773
6116
6106
5836
5717
5573
4701
4648
4564
4121
4037
3826
3093
2984
2503
2187
2185

Jo Protz
11710 miles

Daniel Protz
13109 miles
John Benham
Richard Ferris
Michael Teoh
Sam Goertz
Peter Pesola
Tina Watson
John Watson
Roy Garcia
Arthur Ramirez
Tim Foxworthy
Debra Vallez
Michael Sowers
Kathleen Plumley
Steve Scott
Steve Plumley
Jim Shinabarger
Mike Slocum

2045
2004
1708
1673
1670
1653
1619
1530
1352
1322
1016
1015
880
865
821
713
588

Steve Angelo
Steve Roberts
Alex Parra
Nancy Kotinek
Larry Atkins
Combined Miles:
Mark Perry
Richard Lackey
Michael Peled
Maynard Chance
John Crawford
Mark Wilson
Meg Wilson
Passenger:
Jan Trapp
LeeAnn Bottoms
Donna Moody
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325
301
279
261
63
5656
3844
3157
3082
882
391
372
3826
2388
1504

Every Patch Tells a Story
Before I started
riding with groups,
I would see riders
wearing vests with
all kinds of patches
on them. Some
patches would
make me wonder
“What prompted
that patch?” Some
patches would
make me think
“Wow!” Some
patches would just
make me laugh.
Over the years of
seeing others’
patches, and
adding patches on my own vests, I’ve come to
realize that no matter how the patch makes me
react…each patch tells a story.
Some stories are obvious, like mileage patches.
Some patches represent support for groups or
individuals. I have Wounded Warrior patches and
yearly patches for the Texas Honor Ride that
represent a couple of the support rides I’ve
participated in. Some patches mark a trip to a
particular destination or route...Three Twisted
Sisters, Pig Trail, etc. These are stories I really
enjoyed and want to remember.
Some patches seem to not be connected to any
place or event – maybe a funny picture or short
saying. But these tell a story as well. You might
look back at one such patch and remember the
friends you were with when you bought it, or maybe
even a bet you lost and had to have it added to
your vest. Some patches memorialize lost friends.
Others memorialize personal events – I wear the
Broken Wings patch representing two accidents
I’ve been in.
Sometimes, a patch is worn due to an
obligation. Obviously, if in a rider’s group or club,
there will be the main group patch on the back, with
an overhead rocker. MCs (motorcycle clubs) will
have the bottom rocker as well, which will
designate that club’s area. These types of patches
are worn to show the group a person rides with, but
also because they are a required part of that
group’s “uniform”. So there’s another reason one
might wear a patch – membership obligation.
Many patches are worn representing the job a
rider does. Medical, emergency, law enforcement,
and present or past military service. These are
usually the patches that don’t just tell a story – they
speak of much more. They don’t just tell about an

event or lifestyle; they help to communicate the
character and sacrifice of the wearer.
For as many patches as there are available,
there are just as many reasons to wear them.
Anything from an impulse purchase to a lifetime
commitment – there are patches for whatever
reason one might have. Many riders will add
patches to simply populate their vest. My first group
vest had my road name, group name, and my
positions in the group. But I wanted to add more,
and soon added a few that represented the group.
We do a lot of charity rides, so I have added many
event-related patches to that vest. And for each
patch on that vest, I can tell personal stories that
bring back memories, including the patch I wear in
remembrance of our group president, my good
friend and riding buddy. He passed away about
4 years ago, and I wear the patch to honor his life
and our friendship.
There are patches for everything…. events,
choices, remembering others, rides, routes, groups,
bikes, etc. And most riders won’t mind sharing the
story that goes along with any given patch they are
wearing. Just keep in mind that if you ask about
one patch, you’re liable to get stories that move to
different patches…and in time, you will have
completed a tour of the entire vest. Hey, maybe
there is even a patch for that tour…. ya never
know. But you can be sure it will be time well spent,
and you might even make a new friend and riding
buddy along the way.
And something else you can be sure of – once
the stories are over, you will definitely know a lot
more about your tour guide… because every patch
really does tell a story!
TIM “FOXMAN” FOXWORTHY – DEPUTY BOSS
ROAD CAPTAIN
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Quick and Easy Saddlebag Rack
One Saturday,
while Mistie and
I were both stuck
at home because
of the Covid-19
quarantine AND it
was pouring rain,
I decided to spend
the day cleaning
the bikes.
One of the first
things I do when
cleaning the bikes
is to pull off the
saddlebags so that
I can get in behind
them and then around the back of them while I am
cleaning. Normally this means getting a towel or old
comforter out and making a nice soft spot for them
to sit. But on this particular day I thought it was time
for a better solution.
Basically, picture a “W” made from PVC
covered with insulation. I made this whole thing in
about 20 minutes for $13.23 after tax. Later I added
a hook to hang it on the garage wall.

2. Connect two 3.5” straights to the elbows.
3. Connect two elbows to the end of the 3.5”
straights. Make sure the openings in the elbow
are turned 90° and facing the same direction.
4. Connect two 8” straights to the elbows.
5. Connect a T-joint to the end of each 8” straight.
Make sure the middle openings in the T-joints
are turned 90° and facing each other.
6. Connect two 3.5” straights to the outgoing
openings in the T-joints.
7. Connect a 15” straight to the middle openings of
each T-joint. This will serve as a cross brace.
8. Connect an elbow to each right-hand 3.5”
straight at the top of
each assembly.
9. Connect the two
subassemblies to
complete the
framework assembly.
10. Cover the framework
with foam insulation to protect the bags. Size
the foam to each piece of PVC and cut it to
length with a
pocketknife. Seal each
piece together.
When it is time to clean
or work on the bike, you
can just lay your bags on
this rack and they are kept
safe and sound while you work. When done, simply
hang it on a hook on the wall.

To make this rack you’ll need the following
items:
• One 10-ft piece of
¾” PVC
• Two 6-ft pieces of
¾” pipe insulation
• Four ¾” PVC
STEVE “PHROGG” KOINM
T-joints
DEPUTY BOSS ROAD CAPTAIN
• Ten ¾” PVC 90°
elbows
I came up with the dimensions from the fact that
I was starting with a 10’ piece of PVC. I separated it
into four 15” pieces, four 8”
pieces, and eight 3.5”
pieces.
Follow these steps to
assemble the two halves
(refer to the rack diagram):
1. Connect two elbows to
the end of a 15”
straight. Make sure the
openings in the elbow
are pointing in the
same direction.
10

Rack Diagram
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Mistie’s Essential Ride Tricks, Part 2
The last time
I wrote an article
I talked about all of
the things that
I carry with me
while I am riding.
This time I am
writing about how
I actually get to
some of those very
useful items I pack
in the tour pak.

There are also some emergency rations that
I need to have available, and they don’t deal with
the heat well. Yep, we are talking about my
chocolate stash. Though
M&M’s might work, even
those start melting at the
temps we see. What I did
was buy a half-gallon RTIC
with a big wide lid. I freeze a
little plastic container full of
water to make an ice pack.
I drop that ice pack down in
the RTIC and add my
chocolate bar, M&M’s, and
cheese sticks. They all stay
cold for the whole day and
you can drink the ice pack if you need to. At the
end of the day, refreeze it or fill it full of ice at the
hotel, reload your snacks and you are ready to go.

You folks on two
wheels take twisty
roads all the time
without thinking
about it because you get to steer with your butts.
On the 3-wheelers (or “duallys, as the Koinms like
to call them) we actually steer the front wheel by
Anyway, now y’all know a few more of my
pushing the bars into the corner and plant and push
secrets
to success. Have a blessed ride!
off of the floorboards with our feet to keep from
flying off the road at 70 MPH. Add that to being out MISTIE KOINM — CHAPTER MOM (to the
in the weather all day and sometimes you need to
Terrible Threes) AND DUALLY PILOT
have quick access to your
“happy pills” (Excedrin).

I attached the loop side of a
piece of Velcro to a bottle
and the hook section to the
tour pak lid. Now they are
readily accessible when
I need to find them. I know
they sell those organizers for
the lid, but they don’t let you
display all your stickers and
they cost way more than the
$4 I spent on heavy-duty Velcro at the Walmart.
Add an extra section of hook and you have a spot
for a micro fiber towel.

Tim Foxworthy (left) and Tina Watson
(right with husband John) celebrate their
birthdays on the Fuzzy Chicken Ride to
College Station on May 2. Approximately
35 Houston AREA #1 H.O.G. Chapter
members gathered in northwest Harris
County for the ride through the country
to the Dixie Chicken.
Photo credit: Dusty Moore
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Giving Time Feels Good
This is because doing something for someone
else interrupts tension-producing patterns and
replaces it with a sense of purpose, positive
emotions and high confidence levels.
We already know how much better we feel
when we ride, so
combining that sense
of well-being with the
benefits of
volunteering should
provide a double dose
of good vibes.
Volunteering can help
you get out of a rut
and break old habits –
meeting new people
with experiences
different from yours
can open up a whole
new world of motorcycle riding and hobbies to
you.
A great example of this is the bowling outings
we had in the past. A lot of people took bowling
up for the first time and loved it. It gave us a
different environment in which to mix and
provided us with some exercise (and sore
muscles).
• One of the best reasons to volunteer is to make
the Chapter a better place. Most individuals
strive to be a part of something bigger than
themselves, and to help improve that
“something.”
• As volunteers, we should always remember that
our mission is to place the needs of others
before ours. Without those we serve, there is no
need for our volunteering. Also, we should be
passionate about that for which we volunteer. If
grilling doesn’t put a smile on your face, you
should probably consider spending your time at
another activity.
Every Chapter member is encouraged to take
the opportunity to spend some time volunteering for
Houston AREA #1. If you don’t consider yourself to
be an outgoing person, don’t worry – there are still
plenty of volunteer opportunities. Contact volunteer
coordinator Jan Trapp to see how you can help the
Chapter.

I’ve had lots of
opportunities to
meet some really
great people as an
officer and Road
Captain with our
Houston AREA #1
Chapter. These
opportunities have
come on rides,
Chapter meetings,
socials, and major
events.
•
One of the best
ways to meet
people and spend
time getting to know them better is to volunteer at
our events. Some of the many volunteer
opportunities I’ve taken part in are grilling dogs and
burgers, slopping gumbo, directing parking,
collecting trash, setting up/breaking down tables
and chairs, leading demo rides, greeting visitors,
and “gophering” items needed for events.
When you volunteer, you are in a natural
position to promote the Chapter to prospective
members. You
are in a relaxed
surrounding
discussing topics
that are of
interest to both of
you. There are
natural
opportunities to
introduce other
members of the
Chapter, showing
visitors what a
friendly and
welcoming
environment the
Chapter provides.
There are a lot of great reasons to volunteer.
Among them are:
•
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Studies show that when you stop worrying
about your own problems and focus on others,
your stress decreases. Your immune system is
also strengthened and your overall sense of life DAVID “MARVELL” CALVERT
EDITOR & ROAD CAPTAIN
satisfaction increases.
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It’s Tool Time
Unless you like
being stranded on
the side of the
road, it's a good
idea to take a tool
kit with you
whenever you ride
your motorcycle.
There's no reason
to get stranded in
the middle of
nowhere and then
have to call for a
wrecker, when all
you may have
needed to do was
change a fuse,
tighten a hose clamp, or address something simple.
Carrying a basic motorcycle tool kit can help
you prevent small problems from turning into big
ones. In this article, I discuss my suggested list of
essential tools that you should carry at all times on
your bike. You can purchase pre-packaged
motorcycle tool kits or create your own. I have
found that it’s cheaper to create your own. This
allows you to carry the exact tools specifically fit for
your bike and still allows you to have items that
may be needed to assist a fellow rider.
However, the biggest issue you’re going to face
is finding the space on your bike to carry a few
essentials you may need. Some bikes come with a
limited tool kit. However, chances are that kit is not
going to be complete, or that useful if you ever find
yourself stranded on the roadside. This is where an
aftermarket tool kit comes in that can be placed in
your saddlebags, tour pak, or attached to your bike.
Let's take a look at the most useful tools to pack
in a portable kit to carry on your bike that will take
care of most situations you will encounter out on
the road.
• Folding Allen wrench: These are cheap, easy to
find, and can be used
for the removal and
tightening of fasteners
on your bike. Make
sure you get one that
fits the parts on your
bike (either metric or
AMSE (American
Society of Mechanical

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•

Engineers) types are what you should be
looking for).
Flat head screw driver: Ideally this should be
pocket size and as skinny as possible to give
you good access in tight areas.
Multipurpose pocket knife: Something like a
small Swiss Army pen knife or a pocket
Leatherman are ideal as
they carry a lot of blades
and small tools and are
also easy to stash on your
bike. This is good for
cutting hoses or lines that
can become brittle over
time. You may need to use
a knife to cut the end of a
hose before re-clamping it
to ensure a tight fit.
Combo screw driver: It will
include both the flat head
and Phillips cross head
screw driver bit as well, along with a few other
useful attachments.
Pair of pliers: As you’re going to be restricted by
space, try and find a good quality pair of small
pliers.
Small vice grip: They can give you good grip
and can help straighten, tighten, and hold parts
and fasteners.
Wrenches: sizes: 10 mm, ¼”, ½”, 9/16”, 5/8”,
and ¾”.
Adjustable wrench: Try to find one as small as
possible, but also one that will fit the fasteners
on your bike.
Combination wrench: ¾” and 36 mm.
Small socket wrench: Know your motorcycle.
Some bolts may only be accessible by sockets,
in which case, carry
the right sizes of those
and a small socket
wrench, and possibly
an extender. For my
bike I carry the following sockets: 5/8”
sparkplug, ¼”, ½”, ¾”, and 9/16”, and I also
carry a socket wrench extension to be able to
reach difficult locations.
Paper funnel: These can be great for pouring
fluids without spilling them.

(continued on page 14)
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(continued from page 13)
Tire pressure gauge: You always need to be
aware of the air pressure in your tires for both
performance and comfort.
• Tire repair kit: Whether you prefer rope plugs or
mushrooms, C02 or a pump, or even just a can
of Fix-a-Flat, a flat tire is going to be your most
common issue.
• Small flashlight: Very useful if you run into
trouble at night. Make sure the batteries are
kept fresh. If you use Lithium batteries, they
have a 10-year shelf life and work in cold
weather. I recommend the Maratac AAA. You
can also use a rechargeable light.
• Spare fuses, bulbs, and batteries: Make sure to
have the right sizes and specs for your bike and
equipment. They’re small and cheap and often
come in a convenient case that keeps them
together and protected against damage.
• Compact battery cables: Lightweight cables that
can be rolled up tightly are a good solution and
can be stashed somewhere on your bike. If
you’ve got a dead battery they’ll get you going
again. Attach them to another bike’s battery
providing you’ve asked the owner. In a pinch,
you can also fit the cables to a car battery and
then on to your bike’s battery. But don’t start the
car, as there should be sufficient power in its
battery to get your bike started.
• Miscellaneous: Pack a few zip ties of different
sizes and a small roll of duct tape and/or
electrical tape, as they will all prove invaluable
time and again as you spend time on the road.
• The phone number of a Harley-Davidson
dealership, reputable towing company, or
membership to AAA or other roadside service
provider. This will help immensely when you are
out all alone and you can’t repair the situation
yourself on the side of the road.
To pack everything up, look for a compact,
durable tool roll designed to be strapped to your
bike or rolled up and stored in your saddlebags/tour
paks or other bags on
your bike. Some riders
use a simple cloth tool
roll or a variety of tool
containers to hold
most of what they
want to carry.
Having
weathertight storage
for your tools and other items is a must. If your bike
doesn’t have any available space (saddlebags or
•
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tour pak), a tool tube or stash tube might just be
what the doctor ordered. A tool tube / stash tube is
designed to hold documents and/or tool kits. Some
people have been
known to improvise
and make their own vs.
purchasing one.
I have seen some
made from Gatorade
bottles, PVC pipe, or
even a YetI Glass to
transport their tools.
Those containers can also be used for water or gas
transportation when needed. I have also seen
people add a cloth tool roll down inside a tool tube
which helps buffer any rattling sounds from the
tools.
Another storage container that I use and have
seen many others use is a round plastic parts
holder. I use these to hold spare hardware (nuts/
bolts/washers, key fob batteries, Loctite, fuses).
The ones I use actually attach together, which
again cuts down on rattling. I have wrapped them in
one of those “absorber” cloths and stuffed it inside
the tool tube.
Once you have the
proper tools selected
and a way to transport
them, become familiar
with the tools and
various repair
procedures in your
owner's manual. Make
sure you know how to use all the tools, practice
some common repairs and good maintenance
habits at home to make your roadside repairs few
and far between.
PHILLIP SPRINGER — ROAD CAPTAIN
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Keeping History Alive
As the world
watches chaos,
hatred, and
senseless
destruction playing
out across our
great nation,
people are
concerned,
regardless of
where they fall on
the political, racial,
or historical
spectrum. Each
day a new low of
depravity is
reached regarding
hatred for historical monuments. Despite what
others are doing, there is good news! There is a
way each one of us can do our part in keeping
history alive.
We are surrounded by living history every single
day. Sometimes history is hard to see. Sometimes
history does not want to be seen. Sometimes
history itself wants to be erased. Within this
amazing H.O.G. Chapter, there are many examples
of living history – our veterans! (y’all had to know
I would go there!)
Mike and I have come across so much military
history while sewing at Mancuso. Some will
begrudgingly admit to being a veteran, but most will
light up when we ask, “Are you a veteran?” Quite
often, we have been fortunate enough to have
someone share a piece of their experience with us.
This is always an unexpected honor and blessing
for each of us.
Personally, I am not the best at asking a lot of
probing questions. I fear I will come across as one
who does not actually care about them
or their service experience, or that I will
ask something that could possibly take
them to a time that is not their favorite
memory of their service.
But what if we took notice of those
around us? What if we asked
questions? What if we showed we cared
about them and their experiences?
What if by asking a few simple
questions, we made that veteran feel
important and worth our time? What if
we saw each veteran as the living

history they are and showed the same level of
interest as if we were exploring the national
monuments in Washington D.C.?
There are so many
ways to accomplish this!
One, find out who in your
circle is a veteran. Ask in
which branch which they
served. Ask about their
job within the service. Did
they serve stateside or
did they deploy
overseas? Did they serve
in combat? Once you
have a bit of information, look up what was
happening during their time of service. Take the
time to do your research. Learn as much as you
can. Once we have a bit of general historical
knowledge under our belt, then ask if they would
like to be interviewed.
The Library of Congress has a wonderful
Veterans History Project Kit to help capture this
history while history is alive! (https://www.loc.gov/
vets/)
It is all too easy to get caught up in the daily
destruction of historical monuments plastered
across the news. We can watch the destruction of
history or partake in living history by seeing the
historical and unique perspective of the veterans in
our lives. By showing our veterans we care enough
to learn from them, we are ensuring that their
legacy lives, they are important, and they have
value. They chose to make a difference in the
world. Now we can choose to be the difference in
their world!
TERRY SOWERS – CHAPTER MEMBER,
SEAMSTRESS, AND MARINE MOM
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MANCUSO HARLEY-DAVIDSON®
CENTRAL

CROSSROADS

535 North Loop (610)

12710 Crossroads Park Drive

Houston, TX 77018

Houston, TX 77065

Phone 713.880.5666

Phone 281.970.9700

General Manager
Tim Mabry
tmabry@mancuso-hd.com

Parts Manager
Brian Ramsey
bramsey@mancuso-hd.com

General Manager
Dickson Mann
dmann@mancuso-hd.com

Parts Manager
Dave Atkinson
datkinson@mancuso-hd.com

General Sales Manager
Gary Blanchard
gblanchard@mancuso-hd.com

Customer Service/
Rider Education Coordinator
Rebecca Miller
rmiller@mancuso-hd.com
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Eddie Rivera
erivera@mancuso-hd.com

Events Coordinator
Jay Lalanne
jlalanne@mancuso-hd.com

F&I Manager
Curt Jackson
cjackson@mancuso-hd.com

Sales
Derek “D-Walt” Walton
dwalton@mancuso-hd.com
Jason “Smooth” Hayes
jhayes@mancuso-hd.com
Russell “Cowboy” Maples
rmaples@mancuso-hd.com
John “J.T.” Thomas
jthomas@mancuso-hd.com
Ivan Garza
igarza@mancuso-hd.com

F&I Manager
Gary Blanchard
gblanchard@mancuso-hd.com
Service Manager
Jebb Trione
jtrione@mancuso-hd.com
MotorClothes Manager
Mary Morales
marymorales@mancuso-hd.com
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Dedra Sonier
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